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PT Rattan Art Indonesia
Established in November 2021. Rattanartindo was formed to enter the
wicker rattan and other fiber business into home decor and furniture
from remote villages in West Java to the world so that craftsmen can

immediately feel the impact of economic inequality by aiming to help the
level of the craftsman population in the eyes of the younger generation

can continue to increase and the better for all rattan artisan. 
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Decoration from the waste of
rattan artists that are not used,

we make into an artful work. High-value artwork because it
combines two expert artists of

rattan and leather handicrafts. 

Baskets and other rattan
gray crafts without eco-
friendly chemical dyes

on demand. 

Rattan chairs are combined
with iron frames of various

shapes. 

Sofas and furniture chairs are various
models with organic rattan base materials

according to the buyer's form demand. 

The lightshade will further emphasize the casting
of rustic and ethnic themed spaces that we make
with a variety of natural fiber base materials

This woven craft is the work of artists made
for animal lovers such as cats and dogs

PT Rattan Art Indonesia

BusinessCore

CategoriesProduct

We supply Homedecor and Furniture
Our production is focused in
Majalengka city (Homedecor) & in
Cirebon city (Furniture)
Receiving costume orders
Our partnership is from IEC association
and we also cooperate with PT Sarinah
We collaborated with a group of
craftsmen assisted by Bank Indonesia
in Majalengka (Karvala) and
Localpreneurship.
Our company supports long-term
sustainable business, by managing the
company based on 3P (People,
Planting & Profit) we believe it will be
profitable for both parties sustainably
We are aware that our company is not
big, but we are currently carrying the
biggest dreams of craftsmen for the
progress and prosperity of the artists
in our area.

Rattan Gray Sofas & Chairs



People
   We are very concerned about the welfare and prosperity of the surrounding
community after the pandemic, for that every transaction of your 3% of profits will be
donated to the post-pandemic economic acceleration recovery program including:

Recovery of MSMEs.
Community Social Assistance.
Development of Disadvantaged Villages and other activities
supported by the Indonesian Export Channel entrepreneurs
Association

Planting
   In the business aspect to support the availability of the production results from rattan
related to the number of weavers. We empower and collaborate with traditional
craftsmen groups and conduct training to create new craftsmen while providing jobs to
the wider community. 

3P People, Planting & Profitable



3P People, Planting & Profitable

Profitable
   Profitability we mean With a continuing gap in all commercial activities. So all the
human resources in this case rattan artisans will continue to produce a work that does
not disappoint, so that the brand will produce a high consumer satisfaction.
    We expect to produce works that provide satisfaction to purchasers and consumers,
with its sustainability will continue to grow and mutually beneficial cycle.
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"Weaving is not only producing works of
art, but weaving is a form of regional

creative economy culture that must be
maintained."

PT RATTAN ART INDONESIA

Thanks You 


